TAKE PART IN

12-15 JULY, INFN KIDS SUMMER CAMP “SUMMER WAVES - STORIES ABOUT SOUNDS, LIGHT, AND FANTASTIC PARTICLES”

The Summer Camp returns on the website, Facebook page, and YouTube channel of the INFN Kids project. The Camp is dedicated to the littlest ones, to bring them, with stories and experiments, to the amazing world of sound, electromagnetic, and gravitational waves. For more information

16 JULY, AT 8:00 P.M., TEDXMACERATA: LEAPS IN KNOWLEDGE (URBISAGLIA, MC)

Roman Amphitheater of the Archaeological Park of Urbs Salvia
Antonio Zoccoli, INFN president, will participate. For more information and booking.

17 JULY, INFN AT “FOSFORO: THE SCIENCE PARTY" (SENIGALLIA, AN)

AT 7:30 p.m., Casa San Benedetto: WHERE THE UNIVERSE IS GOING
Scientific aperitif with Fernando Ferroni, INFN researcher and professor at the GSSI [Gran Sasso Science Institute].
AT 9:30 p.m., Piazza Garibaldi: PARTICLE PHYSICS: FROM GRANDMOM’S TELEVISION TO LHC
Science show with Valentina Mariani, researcher with the INFN Perugia Division, and Alessandro Gnucci, Fosforo science festival. For more information and booking

17 JULY, INFN AT THE RIMINI WEB MARKETING FAIR (RIMINI, RN AND ONLINE)

At the Research for Future open stage, during the fair dedicated to digital innovation, two addresses on frontier research themes for INFN. For more information and booking.
AT 08:50 a.m.: INFN PROGRAMMES FOR LIFE SCIENCES
With Giacomo Cuttone, INFN - Southern National Laboratories researcher
AT 12.45 a.m.: EINSTEIN TELESCOPE: A LATEST-GENERATION, GRAVITATIONAL WAVE OBSERVATORY
With Alessandro Cardini, INFN and University of Cagliari researcher